Consol s.r.l. was founded in June 2007, with five employees and a production area of
1,100 square meters, to serve manufacturing companies of the agricultural-food area
of Canelli and Santo Stefano Belbo.
The first years of life were crucial both to learning about the needs of the sector of
reference and to meeting new companies outside the territory.
By doing so, Consol began to grow both in terms of volume and business culture,
every day comparing itself every day with gradually ever more important partners and
learning new ways of working, such as quality, lean manufacturing and continuous
improvement.
In 2012 the production area doubled: 2,300 square meters, of which half devoted to
laser cutting and bending while the rest to carpentry and assembly.
In 2013 the introduction of the new management system was an opportunity to create
a real technical and commercial department capable of performing detailed estimates
and of providing a service to the customer from the initial offer to after-sales.
In summer 2014 two new systems came into operation at Consol: a laser with a greaterformat cutting bench and an automatic system for loading/unloading sheets on the
already existing laser machine. The year after, instead, saw the installation of an automatically operated sanding machine to eliminate the cutting edges.
In 2016 the pressing-bending department expanded: in June the new bender, fully integrated on the software level with the entire production system, began working.
These ten years of history have allowed us to mature and develop an in-depth knowledge of steel-component production, mainly in the food, beverage, packaging and pharmaceutical sectors.
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Since 2014 we have been involved in studying new
solutions for carpentry structures through a customer-design support service and, where possible, of
a true and proper co-design.
This activity has enabled us to go in depth into
different experiences, such as: redesigning stands, with the aim of saving on costs; studying safety protection systems, aimed at modularity and
flexibility; research and development of our own
air-sanitizing system within the protections called
‘PRACTICAL’.
Since 2015, as part of the EU Factory 4.0 call for
tenders, we are partners in the Smart-Factory
project, led by Esseco of Novara, for experimentation on advanced manufacturing.
We are very attentive to the needs of our customers
and to technological progress.
For updated and more detailed information we
would invite you to visit our website or contact us.

MAIN PRODUCTION RESOURCES
- 2D laser cutting islands with dimensions up to 4000x2000mm and
thicknesses up to 15mm in stainless steel and 25mm in carbon steel
- 3D cutting tubular laser
- Automatic sheet storage for the laser-cutting service
- Computerized bending/pressing with 3D CAM, up to 4200mm,
260 tons of force and a depth of 400mm
- Mechanical working of milling and turning
- Completion of threading, countersinking, counterboring, and
hole calibration
- Calendaring
- Area for special finishings with manual and automatic processes of:
deburring, removing cutting edges, glazing and tumbling
- Welding islands
- Reserved assembly areas
- Integrated management of surface treatments for polishing,
micro-peening, burnishing, painting and galvanizing
- Identification and personalized groupings by the client (kanban,
traceability, etc.)
- Transport

Consol is strongly oriented
towards a single-order and
small-series
production,
starting with the smallest
parts up to achieving the
total in the drawings; groupings, welded or assembled, with bills of materials
containing a high mix of
components. This is made
possible both by experience
in the organization of the required activities, and competence in the execution of
various types of carpentry
products: stands, frames,
hybrid structures, accidentprevention guards.
To date, we offer ourselves
as a reliable partner for
manufacturing companies,
thus we offer integrated
supply-chain management
through software interfaces (e.g. Iungo), and systems dedicated to the
exchange of information,
kanban-management support, shared scheduling
(e.g. delivery schedules,
just in sequence) and the
related control and improvement systems (e.g.
ranking, auditing).
On request, we provide
the traceability of details
and semi-finished products, the identification of
components and all kinds
of assembling and packaging based on customer
specifications.

Since 2015 Consol has added
to its offer an assembly service: both components and
complete engineered groups
(transport systems, power
control centres, structures,
guards, walkways, etc.) together with all the subcontracting foreseen by the bill of
materials.
Consolidated partnerships allow us to enrich our customer
service with processes not directly achievable at our own
plants.
We have developed a solid
experience in the production
of designed details, with a
high degree of customization
for: processing plants, frames
and peripheral safety guards
for industrial machines.

